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Abstract 
Understanding current media trends and adapting to ever-changing consumer 
desires is essential to success in advertising. Hulu is one of several new Internet-based 
services that deliver television content to consumers without using the traditional 
broadcast or cable channels used in the recent past. This document compiles 
information concerning this new service and presents it as a case study for the evolving 
television market, especially as it concerns advertisers. 
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4 Statement of Problem 
Television advertising has remained a main pillar of the advertising business ever 
since the widespread adoption of broadcast television in the 1950s. Despite changes 
both inside the world of television-the invention and expansion of cable and satellite, 
for example-and among the many new mediums available-social media like 
Facebook and Twitter-advertisers have relied upon the medium to relay messages 
and advertisements to a wide variety of target markets. 
Recent innovations on the Internet, however, have begun a shift in consumer 
viewing habits away from television - a change that has the potential to drastically alter 
the way businesses advertise. Services that deliver video content to television screens 
through the Internet challenge the traditional television model by providing consumers 
with alternative methods of accessing their content. This document analyzes Hulu.com, 
one of these new Web-based services, in an effort to better understand both the current 
media atmosphere and the impending changes to television advertising. 
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Methodology 
As this issue is being approached from the perspective of a retrospective case 
study, all sources cited herein are secondary by nature. They were discovered in major 
news outlets and databases, and were only used if they were deemed reputable 
academic or industry media sources. This method of media monitoring gleaned 
considerable information, both within and outside this particular subject. 
It is worth mentioning, however, that the field of Internet television is evolving 
constantly. Netflix and YouTube, Hulu's major Internet competitors, are mentioned in 
the mainstream media and on Internet blogs and social media nearly daily. Because of 
this, readers are urged to consult reputable media outlets for the latest news on this 
subject. 
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Brief History of Television and Consumer Viewing Habits 
The Early Days and Rapid Growth of  the Television Industry 
The changes currently underway in the television industry must be analyzed in 
the context of television history in order to reach any beneficial conclusions. Although 
the history of television truly began back in the 1880s with Paul Gottlieb Nipkow's 
invention of the elecromechanical television system, the television industry in the United 
States began in  1939 at the New York World's Fair, where many Americans first viewed 
the relatively new technology (Shiers and Shiers 13). About a thousand people gathered 
around about 200 television sets distributed throughout New York City and watched 
President Franklin Roosevelt and Albert Einstein give speeches, then light the official 
fair lights. 
Although the first television advertisement-a twenty second spot bought by 
Bulova Watches for $9-ran in  1941, World War" delayed the widespread adoption of 
the television a bit further (Bulova). Despite the war, the latter half of the 1940s saw an 
explosion of TV developments (Shiers and Shiers 22). The American Broadcasting 
Company formed in  1944, and the National Broadcasting Company (an organization 
that grew out of the radio market in the 1920s) began the United States' "first scheduled 
commercial network a year later. The earliest popular television programs began airing 
shortly thereafter, with Howdy Doody, Meet the Press, The Ed  Sullivan Show and  I Love 
Lucy all premiering before 1952. In this brief eight-year period, the number of televisions 
available in the United States grew from less than 10,000 to nearly 6 million 
(''Television'' 119). That number would increase tenfold by 1960. 
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In the 1940s and 1950s, rather than have advertisers show their products and 
services in brief blocks of time, entire programs were sponsored by corporations 
(''Television'' 119). These sponsorships were too expensive for small businesses, but 
attracted large corporations. Midway through the 1950s, the so-called "quiz show 
scandals" caused both a decline in that sponsorship programming and a shift to 60- and 
30- second commercials, the type of advertising seen today. These scandals were the 
result of sponsoring advertisers dictating the results of certain game shows. Once the 
public became aware of this practice, people quit watching shows in the genre and 
became wary of sponsorship advertising. 
Cable television also began in the 1940s, albeit as a method of transmitting 
channels available through over-the-air broadcasts to individuals located outside of the 
broadcast area rather than the source of original programming as seen today. That did 
not widely exist until government regulation shifted in  1972 ("Television" 119). 
The  1970s,  Cable and the VCR 
The introduction of subscription cable and its cousin, satellite television, marked 
the next big shift in how people consumed television, forcing a change in advertising as 
well. Both cable and satellite television continued the trend of expanding the number of 
offered channels that had started in over-the-air television, but to a much greater 
degree. For example, in  1985, the average number of channels receivable was 18.8 
(Mandese). By 2007 that number had risen to 118.6, according to the Nielsen Company 
(Marketing Charts). Each of those channels offers content that attracts different types of 
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consumers, giving advertisers the ability to more effectively target the segments they 
are interested in reaching. 
The 1970s also saw the introduction of home video recording, or taping as it was 
frequently called at the time. Both Sony and JVC produced Beta and VHS analog signal 
data videocassette recorder formats that allowed consumers to purchase videotapes 
and record and store content locally ("Television" 119). This VCR technology generated 
two trends that are still prevalent today. First, consumers were able to purchase content 
previously only available in movie theaters and watch it from the comfort of their own 
homes. Second, consumers could time shift live television programming by purchasing 
blank videotapes, recording live television content, and then watching it at a later date. 
These two capabilities of the VCR spawned the movie rental business and gave 
consumers their first taste of having content available on demand. 
The Expansion of On-Demand Content and Online Streaming Services 
Cable and satellite services took notice of this "on demand" concept and began 
featuring additional content available at an additional cost. This concept, which grew out 
of pay-per-view sporting events, grew beyond these services, inspiring the emergence 
of digital video recorders such as the TiVo. DVRs are set-top boxes that allow 
consumers to record content to view at a later date, a natural evolution of the VCR 
concept. One frequent use of DVRs is to skip commercials, something that could 
theoretically devalue the television advertising industry. 
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The popularity of DVRs combined with the widespread adoption of the Internet 
throughout the 2000s can be seen as direct predecessors to Hulu and its main 
competitors. These services are detailed in the next section. 
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Hulu and the Competition 
Hulu 
On March 22, 2007, News Corporation and  NBC Universal announced that they 
were partnering with AOL, MSN, MySpace and Yahoo! to "create a premium online 
video site with unprecedented reach" (NBC Universal, News Corp., AOL, MSN, 
MySpace, Yahoo!) Peter Chernin, president and chief operating officer of News 
Corporation, said, "This is a game changer for Internet video ... and for the first time, 
consumers will get what they want-professionally produced video delivered on the 
sites where they live." 
Hulu differentiated itself from other online video sites by legally offering 
professional-grade content to its viewers (NBC Universal, News Corp., AOL, MSN, 
Yahoo, MySpace). No longer would consumers need to search websites like 
YouTube.com to find illegal uploads of recently aired television programming, at least 
according to the news release. Rather than charge a monthly fee like Netflix and other 
online video services, Hulu was designed to be free to the consumer, earning revenue 
by running several ads throughout each episode. 
After running a private beta site for roughly five months, Hulu.com opened to the 
public on  March 12,2008 ("Company Timeline.") It started off offering free videos from 
more than 50 content providers, featuring more than 250 distinct television series. The 
website delivered more than 100 million total streams in July 2008, an impressive 
number until compared to the more than 5 billion streams delivered by Google's 
YouTube in the same month ("Company Timeline.") Even so, Hulu gained more than 3 
million unique views in a relatively short amount of time. 
11 By September 2008, Hulu was providing content from more than 100 providers, 
twice as many as when it launched ("Company Timeline.") The following month, it 
reached 1,000 distinct television shows and had 1  00 major advertisers. By the end of 
the 2008, Time named Hulu #4 on its list of the 50 best inventions of the year and the 
Associated Press declared it "Website of the Year" ("Awards.") 
In 2009, Hulu gained considerable media and public attention by running an 
advertisement starring Alec Baldwin during the Super Bowl. This ad caused the site's 
video views for the month to jump 58 percent higher than it had been at the start of the 
year (Schechner and Vascellaro). Shortly after its one-year anniversary in March 2009, 
Disney became an equity partner in the joint venture ("Company Timeline.") 
The following year marked the greatest change yet to Hulu: the introduction of its 
subscription model, Hulu Plus. Originally previewed for $9.99 a month in June 2010, the 
service was released on November 17, 2010 for $7.99 a month (Kilar). The subscription 
offered two main benefits to its users: First and foremost, it allowed access to additional 
content, mainly in the form of full current and previous TV seasons. It also granted 
access to Hulu from other devices like Apple's iPhone and iPod Touch devices, 
Internet-connected Vizio televisions, Panasonic Blu-ray players and HDTVs, certain 
DVRs, Roku boxes and Sony's PlayStation 3, among others. 
Even now, a subscription to Hulu Plus is the only legal way to access the site's 
content on devices other than traditional desktop and laptop computers. Hulu has 
proven to be highly protective of this status, even going so far as to actively block 
access to its content on  Research In Motion Ltd .'s new tablet mobile computer, the 
PlayBook (Worden). RIM, the company behind the BlackBerry brand of smart phones, 
12 had designed the PlayBook's browser to operate more like a traditional web browser 
than like a mobile one. Whether this was an intentional attempt to fool Hulu's website 
into allowing access to its free content or not is unknown, but Hulu's blocking of the 
devices is certainly in line with its Hulu Plus strategy. Even the most popular tablet on 
the market, Apple's iPad, requires consumers to not only subscribe to Hulu Plus but 
also download a special app made to access the content. 
On August 16, 2010, the New York Times reported that Hulu was preparing for 
an  initial public stock offering in the coming few years (Sorkin and de la Merced). The 
article also highlighted conflicting viewership numbers ranging from 24 million to 43.5 
million each month. The article also reported that the site aired more than 566 million 
ads in June 2010, more than double those shown on Google's YouTube and the highest 
shown on any online video services websites. Since the start of 2011, Hulu has formed 
additional partnerships with Viacom, Criterion and TED to bring their content to the 
website ("Company Timeline.") The site has yet to go public and remains legally 
available only in the United States due to licensing restrictions despite efforts to expand 
to Europe. It currently offers more than 30,000 television episodes and reported a 
revenue of more than $260 million in 2010, nearly two-and-a-half times what it earned 
the previous year but only about 12 percent of what Netflix earned in the same time 
period (Schechner and Vascellaro). 
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Primary Competitors 
Netflix 
Netflix began as a DVD subscription rent-by-mail company in  1997 that primarily 
competed with brick-and-mortar rental stores like Blockbuster Video and Family Video. 
In January 2007 it introduced Netflix Instant Watch, a streaming service that allows 
subscribers to access content at will on any Windows-based computer through 
Microsoft Silverlight (Netflix). The content available is neither as expansive as that 
which is offered through the mail nor considered as current as what is shown on 
broadcast and cable television, but the convenience was unmatched at its launch, 
especially for the price (Kopytoff). 
This service proved both profitable and popular, earning more than 5 million 
viewings in its first six months. Since then, the service has expanded onto more than 
100 types of devices, including Apple computers, DVD and Blu-ray players, set-top 
boxes, Microsoft's Xbox and Sony Computer Entertainment's PlayStation 3 and both 
Apple's iOS and Google's Android mobile operating systems (Kopytoff). 
Notably, Netflix has reached deals with many content providers that requires it to 
delay offering new titles until at least four weeks after they are released-and this 
applies to both their rent-by-mail and streaming services. This arrangement combined 
with reports that say the company is offering up to $100,000 per episode of specific 
television series showcases Netflix's drive to expand its streaming content (Atkinson). 
Netflix has also begun pursuing specific deals with content providers to allow it to 
post television show episodes the day after they air.  In November 2010, it signed a deal 
allowing it to post current episodes of Saturday Night Live this way (Atkinson). Netflix 
14 also is making in-roads into carrying original programming, evidenced by its 
announcement to provide its subscribers with exclusive access to "House of Cards," a 
show being created by Oscar-nominated director David Fincher and starring Oscar­
winning actor Kevin Spacey (Albanesius). 
Although this service is primarily used in the United States, Netflix expanded its 
streaming-only subscription into Canada in September 2010 (albeit with different 
content availability). According to the New York Times, analysts expect Netflix to begin 
closing some of its DVD distribution centers in the near future as it focuses more on the 
Internet streaming business and less on  its traditional rent-by-mail strategy (Kopytoff). 
As of December 2010, Netflix had streamed more than 300 million streams while only 
spending $350 million on acquiring digital rights (Atkinson). It also reported revenue of 
$2.16 billion for the same year and finished the year with more than 20 million 
subscribers (Frommer). 
Apple's iTunes and iTunes Store 
iTunes is a digital media player application developed by Apple available for 
Apple's OS X and Microsoft Window's operating systems. It was released in January 
2001  strictly as a music player (marketed as 'jukebox software'), and was quickly 
downloaded more than a million times(Simon). Before the end of 2001, Apple's chief 
executive officer Steve Jobs announced the iPod, a product that would end up 
popularizing the MP3 player, and released iTunes 2 with iPod support. 
The software's next major leap forward was in 2003 when Apple released the 
iTunes Music Store in iTunes 4. The digital music store was virtually the first of its kind 
15 and, according to MacLife.com's Michael Simon, "brought 200,000 high-quality songs 
from BMG, EMI, Sony Music Entertainment, Universal and Warner under one fully 
searchable, completely legal roof' (Simon). The pricing model was particularly 
noteworthy, offering individual songs for $.99 and most albums for less than $10. By the 
end of the first week, the store sold a million tracks. It only took it four months to break 
10 million. 
Apple did not radically change its popular music software again until October 
2005 when Steve Jobs announced iTunes 6. The latest version evolved the application 
beyond its music roots by adding television shows and music videos to the iTunes Store 
(Simon). Although it initially only launched with five shows, consumers purchased more 
than a million shows in three weeks, attracting additional content providers like NBC 
Universal, MTV, Showtime, Fox and CBS.  In less than a year, more than 220 shows 
were available. Apple then took the next logical leap in September 2006 by adding 
feature-length movies. 
By the end of iTunes 7 in September 2008, the application and its store were 
providing millions of downloads of music, music videos, television shows, films and 
apps each month (Simon). This media was available on Windows and OS X computers, 
iPhones, iPod Touchs and Apple TVs. Since then, the service has even expanded to 
include eBooks, now competing with Amazon's Kindle and Sony's Nook e-readers. 
Unlike Hulu, iTunes does sell content outside the United States. Apple continues 
to pursue deals with content providers in order to expand its library and where that 
content can be sold. 
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Up-and-Coming Competitors 
You Tube 
Although YouTube is the most widely viewed Internet video site in existence, it 
has traditionally focused on delivering amateur or user-made content. Recently, 
however, evidence has surfaced that supports a new strategic aim to claim part of the 
professional half of the Internet television market. Perhaps the most obvious sign of this 
new focus was its hiring of a former Netflix executive in charge of content acquisition in 
September 2010 (Kopytoff). Since then it has secured licenses to provide consumers 
with movies by Lions Gate Entertainment and is working on acquiring additional 
licenses for more mainstream feature films and television shows. 
One feature unique to YouTube is that it has yet to officially create any official 
method of watching its videos outside of traditional computers and mobile devices. Set­
top boxes, video game consoles and the rest all either provide their own unofficial 
methods of accessing the website or look to the future for Google-developed access 
avenues. It seems that Google may begin targeting these unofficial access methods as 
it recently forced set-top box maker Roku to disable its YouTube channel (Wong). 
With Google supporting YouTube and the website's widespread popularity and 
brand recognition, any focused effort to enter into the world of Internet-based television 
and film delivery seems likely to be successful. Whether Google and YouTube will 
dedicate themselves to this effort, however, remains to be seen. 
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Amazon Instant Video 
Although Amazon.com has traditionally been a powerhouse in online shopping, 
in recent years it has expanded its offerings to include downloadable media. One of its 
latest releases is Amazon Instant Video, a service packaged with the company's 
existing Amazon Prime subscription that granted subscribers access to more than 5,000 
movies and TV shows at its launch in  February 2011 . This subscription costs $79 per 
year-less than anything offered by Netflix and Hulu Plus ("What Is Amazon Instant 
Video?") 
One of this service's unique features is that nearly all of its content is available 
for purchase at roughly $12 or 3-day rental for $4 (for when an Internet connection is 
not available). Like Hulu and its other competitors, Amazon is pursuing methods of 
allowing its subscribers greater access to its content via as many avenues as possible. 
Currently it has partnered with companies like Google, Logitech, Roku,  Panasonic, 
Samsung, Sony and Vizio (among others) to provide their products with methods of 
accessing Amazon instant Video ("What Is Amazon Instant Video?") 
Although Amazon Instant Video debuted with an impressive catalogue for a 
product launch, it will need to gather more content in order to be considered one of 
Hulu's primary competitors. 
Potential Competitors 
Recent reports have suggested that Microsoft and Verizon are both considering 
expanding into the Internet television market (Learmonth). An article released by Ad 
Age indicates that Microsoft may expand the functionality of its popular Xbox gaming 
18 platform, a move that would immediately make it a major player in the industry due to its 
30 million existing customers that already spend 40 percent of their time on the 
consoles watching video. The report also indicates that Verizon is both considering 
expanding its Fios TV service beyond its current locations and setting up a new division 
called Verizon Digital Media Services to further aid its Fios video and  Internet service. 
Due to the recent release of this information, it is unlikely that anything will come 
of this on the market in the coming months. Even so, Hulu must be aware of the 
potential risk that these companies could pose were they to begin directly competing in 
the Internet television market. 
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Analysis of Current Trends and Issues 
In an industry as new as Internet television, constant change is the rule, not the 
exception. Yet, the industry is tied to traditional television, an industry highly resistant to 
any change that risks its profitable business model. More so than any of its competitors, 
Hulu exists directly in between these contrary forces. These issues are a few of the 
many confronting the service. Analysis of current trends and issues surrounding 
television advertising should reveal both how strong Hulu's current position is and how 
well it will succeed in the near future. 
External Pressure: Consumers Demand Content When and Where They Desire 
The most fundamental issue Hulu and its competitors must deal with is the 
consumer's increasing demand to view television content on their own terms. The on­
demand mentality that grew out of the ability to record live television on videotapes has 
led to consumers questioning why they should orient their busy lives around the 
television programming schedule. Instead, consumers want access to content on their 
terms, when and where they want it. 
Hulu and its competitors each offer a solution to this need and have been widely 
adopted as a result; 35 percent of Internet users had watched a television show or 
movie online in 2009, more than double the 16 percent seen among the same group in 
2006 (Madden). More recently, American consumers viewed roughly three billion videos 
on websites offering television shows in 2010, nearly double the amount of the previous 
year (Schechner and Vascellaro). Although the young adult market leads this adoption 
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with 61  percent of Internet users ages 18-29 watching TV shows and movies online 
regularly in 2009, individuals up to the age of 64 are catching up quickly (Madden). 
The growth of alternative viewing platforms is another key issue affecting the 
Internet television market. Although services like Hulu began as websites primarily 
viewed on desktop and laptop computers, consumer interest has caused them to 
establish presences on mobile devices ranging from smart phones to tablet computers. 
Netflix leads the industry in this aspect by allowing its subscribers to access its content 
on more than 100 types of devices (Kopytoff). Hulu is continuously working to add 
additional devices that can access its Plus service, while Apple is primarily concerned 
with expanding the content it has available to those who buy its various iOS and OS X­
based products. The further adoption of smart phones and tablets in the coming years 
will make the expansion of these services even more important to Hulu and its 
competitors. 
Internal Pressure: Content Providers and Owners Unsure of  the Future of  the Industry 
Within the television industry, there is a fear that consumers will actively look for 
a way to 'cut the cord,' or cancel their cable or satellite services. This fear was 
aggravated by the economic downturn of 2008 and 2009 as consumers looking for ways 
to cut costs caused a drop in what had previously been a consistently increasing 
number of pay-TV subscribers (Carmichael). Fortunately for television industry leaders, 
this reversed itself in 2010. In fact, a survey done by Ad Age and Ipsos Observer found 
that "while a small percentage of respondents are cutting the cord, it seems even 
greater numbers of them are adding more and different options," (Carmichael). 
21 According to their results, nearly a quarter of survey respondents subscribed to a new 
cable or satellite service in the time period in question while 14.6 percent planned to do 
the same in the near future. Also in the same time period, 17.6 percent of survey 
respondents had upgraded to an HD channel, 15.6 percent had added premium 
channels and 14.3 percent had added services like a DVR or additional receiver. 
Perhaps most tellingly, however, is that 47 percent of respondents had simply not 
changed their service and 56.8 percent planned on making no changes whatsoever in 
the foreseeable future. 
Ad Age and Ipsos Observer also found that roughly one-half of respondents 
watch television programming on devices besides their television, with 43 percent 
watching shows through Hulu Plus, Netflix or iTunes store purchases (Carmichael). 
About 40 percent of respondents indicated that they would not watch commercials on 
one of these subscription premium services. This fact is a serious issue for Hulu Plus as 
it relies on both consumer fees and advertising for its revenue. Roughly 83 percent of 
individuals indicated a willingness to watch at least some advertising for free on­
demand content, although there was no specific number of commercials agreed upon 
by the majority. 
This fear of 'cutting the cord' is simply a symptom of a larger issue confronting 
the television industry: How should it make money on content delivered through the 
Internet? By reading between the lines, it is clear that Hulu was developed primarily to 
stop the trend of consumers finding the television content they desired online rather 
than watching it through traditional means (NBC Universal). Unfortunately for the 
television industry, the Hulu solution seems to be effective. 
22 Regarding Hulu, "It remains unclear what the business model is," said Bruce 
Rosenblum, head of Warner Bros. television studio division to the Wall Street Journal 
(Schechner and Vascellaro). "At some point, if enough people turn off cable, then 
you've got a complete disruption of the business model." 
It appears that that disruption may be occurring. The Wall Street Journal reported 
that Fox and NBC ad executives noted that Hulu was cutting into sales for each of the 
networks' individual websites (Schechner and Vascellaro). Complaints such as these 
combined with increased pressure to bring in more money led to the creation of Hulu 
Plus, a service that was not well received by all of Hulu's owners. Some contended that 
the new subscription model failed to differentiate itself sufficiently from the paid model, 
especially since Hulu Plus was also ad-supported. Others argued that restricting access 
to content would only cause a decrease in ad revenue.  It remains to be seen how 
effective the service has been at increasing revenue. 
The final symptom bolstering the TV industry's insecurity regarding the Internet is 
that Hulu's owners are providing exclusive content to its competitors (Schechner and 
Vascellaro). As Hulu's biggest strength has always been its next-day delivery of 
televised content, the fact that Netflix is now willing to pay up to $100,000 per episode 
for certain highly demanded television shows leaves Hulu in a considerably weaker 
position. 
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Concluding Thoughts 
The fight over the future of television is far from over. Although Hulu and its 
competitors each come armed with different strengths and weaknesses, recent years 
have proven how quickly circumstances can change. For example, Netflix was relatively 
unheard of a decade ago. It competed in the movie rental market against companies 
like Blockbuster Video. From there it transitioned its position of power in the rental 
market into the most profitable and widely available television and film streaming 
service. 
Yet, the true position of power in the Internet television industry lies not with 
services like Hulu and  Netflix, but instead with the content providers. Netflix is only as 
valuable as the content it provides, so the battlefield may change drastically when its 
current licenses expire. If Hulu can manage to craft a model attractive to both 
consumers and content providers (particularly one that is more attractive than Netflix's 
current model), it will become an even greater presence in the minds of consumers. The 
power of content providers realization also prompts the question of whether carriers 
such as Hulu and Netflix should be mitigating some of their "carrier only" business risks 
by electing to create and produce their own original content.  In fact, Netflix will soon 
produce and release the first of their own media indicating they are already pursuing 
this transitional strategy. This could portray Hulu's future as perhaps far bleaker. 
If this case study reveals anything at all, it is this: Consumer demand and 
consumer viewing preferences will eventually force the television industry to embrace 
the Internet as individuals vote with their wallets. The Internet is moving towards 
becoming the next dominant distribution channel for broadcast media content.  The only 
24 question is which companies will best leverage that emerging dominance and be left 
standing in the end. 
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